The intermediate dispersal principle in spatially explicit metapopulations.
Aim of this paper is to assess the fate of metapopulations described by spatially explicit models. To this end, we first present an interacting particle system (IPS) where individuals of a single species compete logistically at the local scale and can move among patches according to various dispersal kernels. As the IPS is a complex stochastic system, it is impossible to determine the persistence-extinction boundaries in any relevant parameter space with analytical methods or numerical continuation techniques. We thus resort to a heuristic method that lets us determine the boundaries as space-time percolation thresholds with a relatively modest computational effort. Such boundaries are qualitatively consistent with those we obtained with spatial implicit modelling. In particular, we find that the intermediate dispersal principle, namely that globally persistent metapopulations correspond to dispersal rates that are neither too low nor too high, turns out to be very robust even in this explicit context. However, the quantification of the boundaries strongly depends upon the number of patches, the dispersal kernels and the border conditions. Finally, we show that there exists a scaling law that relates the number of species lost in a fragmented landscape to the number of patches. Thus, the law allows a rough estimation of the cost of destroying a patch.